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WHEN GERMAN’S SET OUT TO ACCOMPLISH A TASK, THEY DON’T DO IT WITHOUT
GOING ALL IN. THE LITEVILLE 601 IS A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THAT. THIS BIKE IS ALL
BUSINESS, DESIGNED TO GET RIDERS UP THE TRAIL IN A REASONABLE MANNER BEFORE
THEY CAN UNLEASH THE FURY ON THE WAY DOWN. THIS SECOND GENERATION FRAME
HAS SEEN A FEW KEYS UPGRADES, WHICH BOTH REDUCE WEIGHT AND IMPROVE THE
END USER’S OVERALL EXPERIENCE. THIS LIGHTWEIGHT, ADJUSTABLE TRAIL WEAPON
WILL BE A HUGE ADDITION TO ANY ENDURO RACER’S ARSENAL.
TheTech
Liteville dropped quite a bit of weight on
their latest iteration of the 601 thanks to the
all new alloy and reduced tube sizing. They
also designed the frame with a post-mount
(instead of IS) brake mount and opted for a
fully integrated, tapered headset.

This 190mm-travel frame features a
splined, adjustable shock-shuttle, which allows
riders to fine tune the geo and ride in a matter
of minutes. Depending on your fork length and
shock setting, the 601 can run anything from a
66.5- to 64.3-degree head angle and a 13.7- to
14.5-inch bottom bracket height.

One of Liteville’s unique features
is their Tuned Chainstay Length (TCL)
design. They firmly believe that chainstay
lengths should change to match each
size of frame. Although many companies
don’t do this, Liteville finds it critical to
maximize the performance of each bike for
riders of all sizes, regardless of the added
manufacturing costs. Our large test bike
sports 17.32-inch asymmetrical chainstays
to maintain proper handling and stability
while also being able to handle the uneven
loads that are exerted on a rear end.
The four-bar linkage design offers
a good mix of pedaling efficiency and
bump absorption. Four-bar systems work

SPECIFICATIONS
CHASSIS
FRAME: Aluminum
FORK: Rock Shox; 180mm
SHOCK: Rock Shox Vivid Air; 190mm

SADDLE: SQ Lab
SEATPOST: Rock Shox Reverb
SHIFTER: SRAM X0
STEM: Syntace Megaforce 2

COCKPIT
BRAKES: Shimano XTR; 180mm
HANDLEBAR: Syntace Carbon
HEADSET: Syntace Super Spin

WHEELS:
HUBS: Syntace HiTorque
RIMS: Syntace W35
TIRES: Schwalbe Muddy Mary 2.5˝

DRIVETRAIN
BOTTOM BRACKET: SRAM
CASSETTE: SRAM; 11-34t
CRANKS: Truvativ X0 Carbon; 36/22t
DERAILLEUR: SRAM X0
PEDALS: N/A

very well on a variety of terrain and
offer some of the best performance
under braking. Each of the pivots use
non-rusting, load-optimized stainless
bearings that are constructed specifically
for their intended use.
One of the many neat features on
the 601 is the cable routing. It’s detailoriented features like these that show
how much zee Germans really get it. Such
efficient and clean cable routing not only
makes the bike look good, but it extends
the life and improves performance in
sloppy conditions. Along with the clean
routing, a sheer-bolt derailleur hanger
system ensures crisp shifts and helps
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prevent busted derailleurs, while the
Syntace X12 dropout provides a stiff feeling
rear-end. Our test bike was also built with
Syntace hubs and wheels, which performed
very well.
TheRide
Built with the Bavarian Alps for testing
grounds, you know this thing can handle
anything you throw at it. One of the
best things about this bike is its utility.
Depending on your personal build, location
or goals, you can swap forks and adjust the
rear shock to better suit your needs.
Pedaling With this build, the 601 is far from
an XC bike and will never climb like one, but
it left our testers very surprised on some
of the longer trail rides we did. This thing
will go for as long as you’ve got the legs and
won’t make you feel like you got kicked in
the nuts at the top of a climb.

Handling This long, slack machine felt
like a mini-dh bike when it came time to
navigate terrain. On some slower techy
drops, the bike felt a bit longer than
other similar-sized offerings. We felt very
confident aboard the 601, and while it
was a bit long for slow techy stuff, it really
excelled when speed picked up.
Descending Without a doubt the 601
is geared towards descending. We found
ourselves hucking every lip we could find
off the side of the trail and staying off the
brakes until the last second. While some
riders had better experiences than others
on certain terrain, the consensus was two
thumbs up. Ripping down the roughest
and steepest of trails felt comfortable, and
Liteville definitely has the head angle and
aggressive geometry sorted.

Overall
Liteville has done a fine job creating a
competent aggressive enduro rig that
can handle abuse. While the industrial
finish may not impress some, we like
the no-nonsense approach and look to
this gravity inspired trail-machine. The
marine-grade 6000-series aluminum is
corrosion-resistant, however the frame is
also available in black. Riders who aren’t
afraid to pedal up will be rewarded once
they turn this thing back down the hill.
Price: Frame, shock and headset – $2,999;
Weight: 32.08 lbs Sizes: XS, S, M, L
(tested), XL, XXL; Colors: Black, Raw;
Contact: radsportusa.com

